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A JWST GTO Target

Secondary eclipses of the first known hot Neptune, GJ 436 b, will be observed in the

NIRCam, NIRISS, and MIRI GTO programs. Previous observations have suggested a high

metallicity atmosphere depleted in methane relative to expectations from chemical

equilibrium.[1,2] Here, we present the analysis of two transits of the planet

observed with HST/STIS from 0.5-1.1 microns. These data help refine our

expectations for future JWST observations and through our long-term monitoring of the

star, we are able to characterize both the star’s rotational period and activity cycle.
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Observations
We combine 2 new STIS transit observations from HST

Program 13665 (PI: Benneke) with previous WFC3 and Spitzer

observations for a transmission spectrum from 0.5-4.5 microns. [6].

Stellar monitoring was done with TSU’s T12 0.8 m APT at Fairborn

Observatory in Southern Arizona.[7,8,9] GJ 436 has been observed

in the Strömgren b and y filters since 2003 for a total of 1775

measurements (see Fig 1 – lower left).

Methods
A full STIS pipeline has been developed to reduce raw data into extracted wavelength-

binned light curves. Cosmic rays are removed through a process similar to that in Nikolov

et al. 2014.[3] Limb darkening coefficients are modelled through both custom PHOENIX

models and the LDTk package.[4] We account for systematic noise by marginalizing over

200 different systematic models, accounting for effects from 5 different covariate

variables.[5]. We hold the orbital parameters and LDCs fixed in our fits to the wavelength-

binned light curves.

We also reanalyze the WFC3 white light curves in order to place updated constraints

on the orbit, providing a consistent visible-to-infrared transmission spectrum when

combined with Spitzer observations.
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FIGURE 2 – Raw white light curve of GJ 436b (top). Systematics corrected white light curve with a best fit

model (middle). Residuals between the best fit model and the data (bottom). The dotted line on the

residuals represents expectations from photon noise. Blue =Visit 1, Red =Visit 2.

Results
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Overall, we find no discernable spectral signatures in the

optical-to-infrared spectrum (see Fig 3 – lower right). We find no

evidence of alkali absorption in small bins centered around the Na

and K lines, nor definitive evidence for Rayleigh scattering

longwards of 0.5 microns. This suggests a high metallicity

atmosphere, possibly with clouds, but likely without small

particle hazes.

The results of the marginalization of over 200 different

systematics models show that only a third order polynomial based

on the HST orbit is preferred to model the systematics for Visit 2,

while Visit 1 requires a 2nd order polynomial to describe the effects

of the slope of the spectral trace on the detector.

The stellar monitoring uncovered a 44.1 day rotational

period with an amplitude of 2 mmag. A longer ~7.4 year period

with an amplitude of 3 mmag was found which we interpret as the

stellar activity cycle.[10] This relatively low level of

photometric variability demonstrates the validity of

combining spectra across many epochs.

Optical to Infrared Transmission Spectrum

Figure 1 – Panel (a) shows the 14-year APT data set, along with a ~7.4 yr model. Panel (b)
shows the photometry, folding on the 44.1 d stellar rotation period, and binned to a one-day
cadence. The times of the STIS and WFC3 visits are indicated by S and W, respectively. The
periodograms of the raw (gray) and detrended (black) photometry are shown in panel (c), with
vertical lines noting the daily, monthly, and yearly aliases of the rotation (dotted) and activity
(dot-dashed) periods.

14-year Stellar Monitoring of GJ 436

FIGURE 3 – The full optical-to-infrared transmission spectrum of GJ 436b. Within error bars, the spectrum

is flat.The Spitzer points are taken from Morello et al. 2015 and the models are from Morley et al. 2017.
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